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36. Note on S.Groups

By Noboru IT6
Mathematical Institute, Nagoya University

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., April 13, 1953)

We want, in the presen note, o show that some heorems
concerning finite soluble groups can b exended o soluble groups
admitting the maximal condition for subgroups, which we call, after
K.A. Hirsch, S-groups. The proofs are based on a fundamental
heorem of K.A. Hirsch, which staes ha the structural property of
an S-group G occurs in a certain finite factor group ot G, and are
reduced o those on finite soluble groups.

(0)) We can formulate the fundamental heorem of K.A. Hirseh
in an a little stronger (though formally) orm

Le G be an S-group. Let Hbe a normal subgroup o G. Assume
that H is neither strongly soluble :) nor nilpoten nor abelian. Then
there exists a family of normal subgroups {N} of G satisfying the
following conditions; (1) each N, is contained in H and has he finite
index wih respec o H, (2) each H/N is neither strongly soluble nor
nilpoten nor abelian and (3) /q N 1.

(1)’) [H. Wielandt] Le G be an S-group. Le (G) and D(G)
be the Fraini subgroup and the commutator subgroup o G
respectively. If (G) contains D(G), then 67 is nilpoten.

Proof. If G is no nilpoen, G contains a normal subgroup N
such tha GIN is finite, is no nilpoten and satisfies the same condi-
tion as G, which contradicts wih. a theorem of H. Wielandt.

(2)*) The Fratini subgroup (G) of an S-group G is nilpoten.
Proof. We may assume ha (G) is finite. In fac, if (G)

is no nilpoent, then (G) contains a normal subgroup N such hat
N is normal also in G and (G)/N is finite and not nilpotent. So,
let us assume that (G) is finite. Then we can take a normal sub-
group Hsuch tha Hf 1 and G/H is finite. Thus the assertion
is reduced to he case o finite groups, tor which he assertion is well
known.

(3)’ Let G be a nilpoen S-group. Le H be a subgroup o G
such tha D(H) is contained properly in D(G). Then D((G).H) is
also contained properly in D(G).

Proof. First we assume ha the assertion is valid for normal
subgroups and ha H is no normal in G. Le L be he leas normal
subgroup o G containing H. If D(L)I_)(G), then D((G).L)=(C)(G)
by assumption. Then D((G).H)D(G), a fortiori. D(L)=D(G),
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then HD(L)--HD(G) is normal in G. Since D(L) (L), HD(G)
HD(L) H.(L)=I, which contradicts with the minimality of L.

Thus we have merely to treat the case when H is normal in G.
Suppose then that the normal subgroup H is not abelian. Consider
G/D(H). Since HID(H) ’is abelian and G/D(H) is not abelian,
D((G).H):D(G) by assumption.

Finally we consider an abelian normal subgroups H and assume
that the assertion is valid for abelisn normal subgroups with finite
orders. Let us take a family of normal subgroups {N,} of H satisfy-
ing the conditions in (0). If G/N, is not abelian, then, since H/N, is
finite, D((G).H):4:D(G) by assumption. If G]N is abelian for every
a, then D(G)= 1, which contradicts with D(G)4:D(H). Therefore
we may assume that H is finite. Then there exists a normal sub-
group N of G such that NfH-- 1 and GIN is finite and not abelian.
Thus the assertion is reduced to the case of finite groups, for which
the assertion is known.

Remark. In this way many results of finite soluble groups,
apar from those of purely Sylowian character, can be extended to
those of S-groups.
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